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The facade of a wooden Pontelli sideboard echoes the pattern of the wall panel of the same name. 
It was created to complement the panel. Still, the Pontelli sideboard is an absolutely self-sufficient 
interior item so if you wish, you may decouple it from the wall decoration.

The body of the sideboard is divided into 4 identical compartments with doors. The dimensions of 
the sideboard, the facade and body color solutions are customizable.

PONTELLI Sideboard 





The cabinets from the Pontelli collection are a logical continuation of the already familiar furniture 
history. The Pontelli wall panel was created by Juanny Barcelo Borges based on the works of the 
famous artist Baccio Pontelli, and its pattern has long won the favor of wood lovers in the interior. 
Due to the precise design, the cabinet "hides" light switches, sockets, and phone wallets. The facade 
is made of a mix of solid oak and ash, and the interior is made of MDF veneered with natural ash.

PONTELLI Bedside table 



URBAN CHIC
Collection

A collection of furniture that YourFoRest produces to order
according to individual sizes and in unique tints





Living room furniture is an important element of daily comfort for family and guests. The living room 
gathers us on warm winter evenings and bright Sunday mornings, and YourFoRest strives to make 
these minutes even more enjoyable for you. We have developed a collection of exquisite furniture, 
the flagship of which is a Rocher coffee table. It is a mix of stone and wood, a combination of colors 
and textures, cold and heat.

ROCHER coffee table 





Functionality, elegance and sustainability are the three pillars of the Urban Chic furniture collection. 
YourFoRest fills your home with unique and stylish furniture piece by piece. We develop every 
design element and bring it to life with warmth and love. The SideLine sideboard made of natural ash 
veneer is an original solution for furnishing a living room, bedroom or hallway. Spacious 
compartments, convenient drawers, ergonomic design — the SideLine sideboard will become a real 
decoration of the interior.

SIDELINE sideboard





The Ring dining table is the central element of the interior not only of a dining area or kitchen, but 
also of the entire house. The table gathering the family at breakfast and dinner time, the one uniting 
friends and relatives is a unique story for every home. YourFoRest creates a collection of furniture 
Urban Chic — individual approach to each home in realizing the most delicate wishes of our 
customers. The Ring dining table is made of veneered MDF and ash. Its smooth curves make it a 
harmonious and practical decoration for a classic interior, a fanciful eclectic or strict Scandinavian 
one.

THE RING dining table





A Sense desk made of veneered MDF and ash is a stylish element of the Urban Chic furniture 
collection. Sense laconic forms are the combination of metal and wood, strict lines and consistent 
toning. The item presents functional and roomy drawers. In all modesty, we create the perfect 
furniture that fits the interior like an expensive tailor-made suit fits a man. The Sense writing desk is 
your personal furniture story.

SENSE desk





Our work and everyday art is creating unique furniture that perfectly fits the interior like a perfect 
bespoke suit fits a man. The Frame rack is a concise and functional furniture piece for a living room 
or bedroom. The combination of metal and wood as well as the textured milling of the sides create 
a stylish and sustained image.

RACK frame





Goutte is our novelty in furnishing a modern home. We were looking for both a mobile and an 
aesthetic solution for your morning cup of coffee, an evening book or a day's work on a laptop - 
and created baby Goutte. A mix of black metal with warm ash — coffee table will elegantly fit into 
the existing interior, but we will be happy to develop its dimensions and colors just for you.

GOUTTE coffee table





Filling the interior with furniture — creating impeccable living space step by step, matching furniture 
items like puzzle pieces to each other and to the mood of the owner is the subtle art of YourFoRest 
masters. The Glare bedside table is an elegant sparkle in the bedroom furniture symphony. Walnut 
and warm gold in YourFoRest wooden palette warms the interior and fills it with light. Featuring 
sophisticated curves, simple shapes and functional drawer capacity, the Glare bedside cabinet was 
created by YourFoRest for comfort and beauty.

THE GLARE bedside table



ITALY CLASSIC
Collection

Italy Classic furniture is a modern rethinking of classic
Italian furniture





The softness and warmth of the nut is reflected by YourFoRest masters in the pattern of Italy Classic 
panels that came to life on the facades of the furniture ensemble. The Italy Classic furniture 
collection was developed by our designers for a modern kitchen or living room, it is functional and 
convenient for storing dishes and cutlery. We put the Gelato chest of drawers on elegant legs, 
which makes it visually light and compact. At the same time, it has 4 full-fledged storage shelves 
and a hidden tip-on opening system. Italy Classic furniture is a modern classic for an elegant 
interior.

GELATO sideboard





The softness and warmth of the nut is reflected by YourFoRest masters in the pattern of Italy Classic 
panels that came to life on the facades of the furniture ensemble. The Italy Classic furniture 
collection was developed by our designers for a modern kitchen or living room, it is functional and 
convenient for storing dishes and cutlery. We put the Gelato chest of drawers on elegant legs, 
which makes it visually light and compact. At the same time, it has 4 full-fledged storage shelves 
and a hidden tip-on opening system. Italy Classic furniture is a modern classic for an elegant 
interior.

PER I PIATTI chest of drawers





The lightness and elegance of the Italy Classic furniture collection is emphasized by the functional 
and laconic Buffet cupboard. Tinted glass, like a cloud in a harmonious furniture ensemble, visually 
facilitates the rich pattern of Italy Classic panels, which are decorated with furniture facades. An 
interesting solution — the handle for opening the door has a rounded shape and is placed along 
the glass, which makes the use of the cabinet convenient without burdening the design. The buffet 
is compatible with Italy Classic furniture with elegant legs and tinting, but can be used as a 
stand-alone unit in kitchen or living room furniture.

BUFFET



PIXELS
Collection







OBLIQUE

 is a brilliant and dynamic graphic composition
with contrasting and sculptural details



A sideboard from the Oblique collection is a perfect complement to the wall panels or a stylish 
individual piece of furniture. The design of the Oblique collection was developed by Juanny 
Barcelò Borges exclusively for YourFoRest.

OBLIQUE Sideboard 





TV cabinet from Oblique collection is an original solution in furnishing bedroom or living room. The 
facades of TV cabinet are decorated with Oblique panels, which can be tinted in various shades. 
It is possible to combine TV cabinet with Oblique wall panels or furniture from the collection of the 
same name.

OBLIQUE TV cabinet





The Oblique furniture symphony is a modern solution for furnishing a bedroom or living room. The body 
of the highboard is made of ash. We can suggest toning options for the piece to fit the interior.

OBLIQUE Highboard





A bedside table from the Oblique collection is an elegant complement to the bedroom furniture set. The 
facade of the bedside table is decorated with Oblique panels. Custom toning is available.

OBLIQUE Bedside table















PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS



PONTELLI Collection

Pontelli sideboard

The facade of a wooden Pontelli sideboard echoes the pattern of the 
wall panel of the same name. It was created to complement the panel. 
Still, the Pontelli sideboard is an absolutely self-sufficient interior item 
so if you wish, you may decouple it from the wall decoration. 
The body of the sideboard is divided into 4 identical compartments 
with doors. The dimensions of the sideboard, the facade and body 
color solutions are customizable. 

Body and facade material: ash ,veneered 
MDF 
Metal legs
Coating: oil or lacquer
Toning (optionally)
Standard size: 2340x750x590 mm
Custom sizes are available

Pontelli bedside table

The cabinets from the Pontelli collection are a logical continuation of 
the already familiar furniture history. The Pontelli wall panel was 
created by Juanny Barcelo Borges based on the works of the 
famous artist Baccio Pontelli, and its pattern has long won the favor 
of wood lovers in the interior. Due to the precise design, the cabinet 
"hides" light switches, sockets, and phone wallets. The facade is 
made of a mix of solid oak and ash, and the interior is made of MDF 
veneered with natural ash.

Body and facade material: ash, veneered 
MDF 
Metal legs
Coating: oil or lacquer
Toning (optionally)
Standard size: 580x515x400 mm
Custom sizes are available
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URBAN CHIC Collection

Rocher co�ee table 

Living room furniture is an important element of daily comfort for family 
and guests. The living room gathers us on warm winter evenings and 
bright Sunday mornings, and YourFoRest strives to make these min-
utes even more enjoyable for you. We have developed a collection of 
exquisite furniture, the flagship of which is a Rocher coffee table. It is a 
mix of stone and wood, a combination of colors and textures, cold and 
heat.
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Material: stone and ash 
Size: 1400x1400x320 mm

Functionality, elegance and sustainability are the three pillars of the 
Urban Chic furniture collection. YourFoRest fills your home with unique 
and stylish furniture piece by piece. We develop every design element 
and bring it to life with warmth and love. The SideLine sideboard made 
of natural ash veneer is an original solution for furnishing a living room, 
bedroom or hallway. Spacious compartments, convenient drawers, 
ergonomic design — the SideLine sideboard will become a real decora-
tion of the interior.

SideLine sideboard
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Material: ash, veneered mdf
Metal legs
Coating: lacquer or oil
Artistic toning (optionally)
Standard size: 400x2820x603 mm
Custom sizes are available



The Ring dining table

The Ring dining table is the central element of the interior not only of 
a dining area or kitchen, but also of the entire house. The table gath-
ering the family at breakfast and dinner time, the one uniting friends 
and relatives is a unique story for every home. YourFoRest creates a 
collection of furniture Urban Chic — individual approach to each 
home in realizing the most delicate wishes of our customers. The 
Ring dining table is made of veneered MDF and ash. Its smooth 
curves make it a harmonious and practical decoration for a classic 
interior, a fanciful eclectic or strict Scandinavian one.

URBAN CHIC Collection
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Material: ash
Coating: lacquer
Artistic toning (optionally)
Standard size: 1626x1417x750 mm
Custom sizes are available

Sense desk

A Sense desk made of veneered MDF and ash is a stylish element of 
the Urban Chic furniture collection. Sense laconic forms are the 
combination of metal and wood, strict lines and consistent toning. 
The item presents functional and roomy drawers. In all modesty, we 
create the perfect furniture that fits the interior like an expensive 
tailor-made suit fits a man. The Sense writing desk is your personal 
furniture story.
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Material: ash, veneered mdf
Metal legs
Coating:  lacquer
Artistic toning (optionally)
Standard size: 750x1300x650 mm
Custom sizes are available
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URBAN CHIC Collection

Rack frame

Our work and everyday art is creating unique furniture that perfectly 
fits the interior like a perfect bespoke suit fits a man. The Frame rack 
is a concise and functional furniture piece for a living room or 
bedroom. The combination of metal and wood as well as the textured 
milling of the sides create a stylish and sustained image.
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Material: ash
Metal legs
Coating: oil or lacquer
Artistic toning (optionally)
Standard size: 2460x1960x350 mm
Custom sizes are available

Goutte co�ee table

Goutte is our novelty in furnishing a modern home. We were looking 
for both a mobile and an aesthetic solution for your morning cup of 
coffee, an evening book or a day's work on a laptop - and created 
baby Goutte. A mix of black metal with warm ash — coffee table will 
elegantly fit into the existing interior, but we will be happy to develop 
its dimensions and colors just for you.

Material: ash 
Metal leg
Size: 360x400x40, 610x360 mm
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URBAN CHIC Collection

The Glare bedside table

Filling the interior with furniture — creating impeccable living space 
step by step, matching furniture items like puzzle pieces to each other 
and to the mood of the owner is the subtle art of YourFoRest masters. 
The Glare bedside table is an elegant sparkle in the bedroom 
furniture symphony. Walnut and warm gold in YourFoRest wooden 
palette warms the interior and fills it with light. Featuring sophisticated 
curves, simple shapes and functional drawer capacity, the Glare 
bedside cabinet was created by YourFoRest for comfort and beauty.
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Material: walnut 
Artistic toning (optionally)
Standard size: 550x400x450 mm
Custom sizes are available



ITALY CLASSIC Collection

Gelato sideboard

The softness and warmth of the nut is reflected by YourFoRest masters 
in the pattern of Italy Classic panels that came to life on the facades of 
the furniture ensemble. The Italy Classic furniture collection was 
developed by our designers for a modern kitchen or living room, it is 
functional and convenient for storing dishes and cutlery. We put the 
Gelato chest of drawers on elegant legs, which makes it visually light 
and compact. At the same time, it has 4 full-fledged storage shelves 
and a hidden tip-on opening system. Italy Classic furniture is a modern 
classic for an elegant interior.
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Material: walnut or ash
Coating: lacquer or oil
Artistic toning (optionally)
Standard size: 1050x1920x450 mm
Custom sizes are available

Per i Piatti chest of drawers

A team of architects and designers worked on the project of a bright 
dining room for a country cottage, and our best carpenters realized 
their idea. Thus was born our favorite – chest of drawers Per i Piatti, 
from the collection of Italy Classic. Chest of drawers — solid walnut, 
tactile, pleasantly bright and textured. We decorate the furniture with 
only the best Austrian accessories, so that their use brings aesthetic 
pleasure to the owners every moment. Per i Piatti — functionally 
spacious, created for comfort and order.
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Material: walnut 
Coating: lacquer or oil
Artistic toning (optionally) 
Standard size: 940x1840x450 mm
Custom sizes are available



ITALY CLASSIC Collection

Bu�et

The lightness and elegance of the Italy Classic furniture collection is 
emphasized by the functional and laconic Buffet cupboard. Tinted 
glass, like a cloud in a harmonious furniture ensemble, visually 
facilitates the rich pattern of Italy Classic panels, which are decorated 
with furniture facades. An interesting solution — the handle for opening 
the door has a rounded shape and is placed along the glass, which 
makes the use of the cabinet convenient without burdening the design. 
The buffet is compatible with Italy Classic furniture with elegant legs 
and tinting, but can be used as a stand-alone unit in kitchen or living 
room furniture.

Material: ash or walnut, glass
Coating: lacquer
Artistic toning (optionally) 
Standard size: 2098x1200x450 mm
Custom sizes are available
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PIXELS Collection

Pixels sideboard

Pixels is one of the most popular textures in our collection of wall 
panels. The Sideboard can be realized in different color ssolutions 
depending on the general idea of the interior.
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Material: ash, oak
Coating: oil or lacquer
Artistic toning (optionally) 
Standard size: 600x1450x450 mm
Custom sizes are available



OBLIQUE

Oblique Sideboard 

A sideboard from the Oblique collection is a perfect complement to 
the wall panels or a stylish individual piece of furniture. The design of 
the Oblique collection was developed by Juanny Barcelò Borges 
exclusively for YourFoRest.
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Facade material:  ash, veneered MDF
Body material: ash
Coating: oil or lacquer
Toning (optionally)
Standard size: 2420x620x750 mm
Custom sizes are available

Oblique TV cabinet

TV cabinet from Oblique collection is an original solution in furnishing 
bedroom or living room. The facades of TV cabinet are decorated with 
Oblique panels, which can be tinted in various shades. It is possible to 
combine TV cabinet with Oblique wall panels or furniture from the 
collection of the same name.
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Facade material: ash, veneered MDF
Body material: ash
Coating: oil or lacquer
Toning (optionally)
Standard size: 2420x440x610 mm
Custom sizes are available

550 2420



OBLIQUE

The Oblique furniture symphony is a modern solution for furnishing a 
bedroom or living room. The body of the highboard is made of ash. 
We can suggest toning options for the piece to fit the interior.

Facade material:  ash,veneered MDF 
Body material: ash
Coating: oil or lacquer
Toning (optionally)
Standard size:1120x620x1550 mm
Custom sizes are available

A bedside table from the Oblique collection is an elegant 
complement to the bedroom furniture set. The facade of the bedside 
table is decorated with Oblique panels. Custom toning is available.

Facade material: ash, veneered MDF
Body material: ash
Coating: oil or lacquer
Toning (optionally)
Custom sizes are available
Standard size: 620x440x610 mm

Oblique Highboard

Oblique Bedside table
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We value your time and your trust.

Yuliya Korelskaya,CEO



Kyiv, Ukraine
Vatslava Havela Boulevard, 8,

Business center XSPACE, 3fl, office 334

WhatsApp, Telegram

+380 67 538 91 81

info@yourforest.ua


